Government consultation on draft guidance to the regulator on environmental objectives relating to the exercise of its functions under the Space Industry Act 2018 – Consultation response form
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a range control service provider 
a launch operator 
an orbital operator 
a trade body 
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an international body or group 
an environmental group or organisation 
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a foreign government 
an individual 
another type of business or organisation 

Contact email:

Consultation Questions
Question 1: Overall, are the environmental impacts of spaceflight activities for which we are setting objectives, and the associated guidance, appropriate?  










Question 2:.Is it clear from the guidance how the regulator should interpret the Government’s objective on minimising emissions contributing to climate change? 










Question 3: .	Do you have any comments on the specific guidance provided to the regulator on the objective related to minimising emissions contributing to climate change? Please provide details.










Question 4: Is it clear from the guidance how the regulator should interpret the Government’s objective on air quality?










Question 5:. Do you have any comments on the specific guidance provided to the regulator on the objective related to air quality? Please provide details.










Question 6:. Is it clear from the guidance how the regulator should interpret the Government’s objective on noise?










Question 7:. Do you have any comments on the specific guidance provided to the regulator on the objective related to noise? Please provide details.









Question 8:. Is it clear from the guidance how the regulator should interpret the Government’s objective on the marine environment?










Question 9:. Do you have any comments on the specific guidance provided to the regulator on the objective related to the marine environment? Please provide details.





























